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This book is dedicated to the memory of the
Northern Command IDF soldiers and officers
who fell on the front lines during the Yom Kippur War.
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Editorial Notes & Acknowledgments

Editorial Notes &
Acknowledgments

The Northern Command Headquarters has commanded the
forces and operations on the northern border of the State of
Israel for many years. That border was a focal point of IDF activity reaching its peak in the fierce fighting during the Yom Kippur
War in October 1973. This book deals with the preparation for
war, the fighting tactics, the war development and outcome, the
way they were perceived by the Northern Command Headquarters, and its commanders at the time.
The Northern Command has been in charge of the “hottest”
sectors from the founding of the nation to the present day—the
Galilee region border between Israel and Lebanon; the Golan
Heights region border between Israel and Syria; the northern
section of the border between Israel and Jordan from Beit She’an
northward, the Sea of Galilee, the Hula Valley, and the Jordan
Valley and its tributaries. The early days of the command have
their roots in the crisis during the war against invading Arab
armies in 1948—the Israeli War of Independence. This was followed by conflicts over the demilitarized zones in the 1950s and
1960s; the two-year fight over water (1964–1966), and the retaliatory actions after the signing of the Armistice Agreements
in 1949. In the 1950s and 1960s, these front lines continued to
17
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concern the Northern Command HQ that was stationed in Nazareth. The border region remained highly dynamic between the
wars. The different sectors continued to trouble the Northern
Command and its branches, as well as the IDF’s General Staff,
terrorist activity called for preventative actions by the IDF.
During the Six-Day War (June 5–10, 1967), the Northern
Command first operated in Samaria against Jordanian forces in
the northern section of the West Bank. At the end of the war,
it attacked and took over the Golan Heights from the Syrians.
From that point on the Northern Command preparatory efforts,
as well as those of the Syrians, focused on this region.
During the Yom Kippur1 War, most of the fighting against the
Syrians took place on the front of the Golan Heights. Northern
and HQ Commanders cast the command units into combat
along with additional units that reinforced the sector. The brunt
of the burden, however, was carried by the forces fighting in
the line of fire, who resolutely kept the enemy away from the
northern settlements, forcing it beyond its lines, and shifting
the fighting to within forty kilometers of Syria’s capital, Damascus.
This book is not a substitute for extensive historical research,
which could only be conducted by historians researching any
archives made public from both sides of the border. We, as
the commanders of the Northern Command during the Yom
Kippur War, chose to bring together selected chapters from the
events that took place during that period and set them down
in this book. There are three parts to it. The first deals with the
issues of advanced forewarning and preparations for war. The
second deals with the main war maneuvers—from interception
1 Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement) is the holiest day of the year for the Jewish
people. It is traditionally observed by an approximate 25-hour period of
fasting and intensive prayer, often spending most of the day in synagogue
services.
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to the threat on Damascus—and the third describes the various
war actions by the various mechanisms within the Northern
Command.
The book is based on the testimonies and reminiscences of
the Northern Command GOC and his senior staff during the
Yom Kippur War. The story of the period before it, as well as the
description of the various stages of fighting, is based on official
sources from the IDF History Department, chiefly the book by
Lt. Col. (res.) Dr. Elchanan Oren about the Yom Kippur War,
which is to be published by the end of 2013.
We wish to thank everyone who assisted in and contributed
time, talent, and skill to the writing and publication of this
book:
Lt. Col. (res.) Avraham Zohar, who coordinated the writing
of assignments for the early preparation stages of the book. The
seminars he initiated and the tours in the field greatly contributed to the writing of the book.
The writers and researchers who contributed their experience and expertise—Col. (ret.) Roland Aloni; Brig. Gen. (res.)
Dr. Dani Asher; Lt. Col. (res.) Dr. Amiad Bresner; Col. (res.)
Moshe Givati; Col. (res.) Dr. Shmuel Gordon; Col. (res.) Yehuda
Wegman; Lt. Col. (res.) Avraham Zohar; Col. (res.) Benny Michelson; Col. (res.) Ilan Sahar; Lt. Col. (res.) Yossi Abboudi, and
Col. (res.) Dr. Hanan Shai (Schwartz).
The staff officers who have each written about their fields—
Brig. Gen. (res.) Aharon Ophir; Col. (ret.) Roland Aloni; Brig.
Gen. (res.) Dr. Dani Asher; Brig. Gen. (res.) Avraham Bar David;
Col. (res.) Hagai Mann; Dr. Danny Nadav; Lt. Col. (res.) Yossi
Abboudi; Col. (res.) Avraham Kayam, and Maj. Gen. (res.) Uri
Simchoni.
Author Brig. Gen. (res.) Dr. Dani Asher, whose infinite expertise on the material, analytical skills, and tremendous capacity
for work made it possible to turn raw material into a book. The
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editor, Dr. Israel Ben-Dor, who conducted the final Hebrew edit,
styled and sifted and gave it its final form.
We hope that this book contributes to preserving the legacy
of the Northern Command, its commanders, units, and fighters, from those days of the challenging war that began on Yom
Kippur, October 6, 1973.
We wish to thank the people who offered financial assistance, in particular Stef Wertheimer, Menachem Einan, and
Modi Ben-Shach.
Thanks go to the previews of Northern Command GOC,
Major General Gadi Eizenkot and his staff officers, for their invaluable aid and assistance.
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Preface

This book deals with the battles of the Northern Command
in the northern fighting arena during the Yom Kippur War in
1973. It is common knowledge the command was not alone in
this war and fierce fighting took place in areas commanded by
the Southern Command Headquarters on the Egyptian front
as well.
The experienced IDF were prepared for such a situation.
During the Six-Day War in 1967, forces were almost simultaneously active on three fronts, in the south, east, and north,
as well as in the air and sea. Building the power of the Israel
Defense Forces was designed to address a similar situation if it
ever occurred.
Most of the land forces were allocated to the three regional
commands before the war: North, Central, and South. The permanent armored division basic formation, with one regular and
five reserve brigades was built by the IDF between the wars. It
was responsible for the planning and conduct of battle. Three
of the divisions—252, 162 and 143—were allocated to the
Southern Command, one division—146—parked in the Central
Command and the other two—36 and 210 —were arranged in
the Northern Command. Every one of the divisions had two
armored brigades and a mechanized brigade with additional
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forces including an armored reconnaissance battalion, an Artillery Group, and an engineering battalion and a Maintenance
Support Unit.
In addition, the IDF had independent infantry divisions,
most of them belonging to some area with regional responsibility within the borders of their commands. Only some of
them—three divisions of paratroopers and one infantry division,
the excellent Golani—remained without regional responsibility
and could be used as reserves to fight on the different fronts.
There were additional professional forces under the regional
command including concentrated artillery battalions, field
engineer regiments, transport regiments, armed forces, and
military police, who were designated to help and strengthen
the maneuvering forces. Intelligence facilities and systems, in
cluding military intelligence and electronic war systems from
the SIGINT Corps, were activated by the command from their
positions in the north, as well. The command stored its units’
equipment in emergency warehouses and took care to maintain their operational, planning, and training value, as well as
functional weaponry and equipment in the warehouses near the
fronts and the regional rear command.
Therefore, the actual authority remaining at the general
headquarters was only over a few reserve forces. These were
based primarily on Air Force planes that could be moved to the
fighting zone from one front to another. Naval forces were successfully activated centrally in the Mediterranean region. Those
confined to the Red Sea arena acted independently.
The General Staff kept a few additional reserves under its
command. The most prominent among them was the Central
Command Division—146—that was transferred to the Northern Command when it became clear the Jordanian Army was
not going to take part in the outbreak of war. In addition to
that division, a few artillery forces including two battalions of
22
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land to land rockets, a long-range artillery battalion, and two
battalions of long-range captured artillery2 were on the General
Staff's reserve and were transferred north.
With these forces, the Northern Command initially conducted an arduous war in defending the Golan Heights, fighting
the Syrians and later carrying out the Syrian Golan Heights
offensive, in the face of expeditionary forces from other Arab
countries including Iraq, Jordan, and Morocco. Simultaneously,
the command's forces fought against Palestinian terrorists operating from the Lebanese border.
Brig. Gen. (Res.) Dr. Dani Asher

2

Enemy weapons captured during the Six Day War, June 1967.
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Foreword

Syrians at the Border is an important book and a milestone in
Israeli military historiography. The book is the most comprehensive and trustworthy account of the Yom Kippur War on the
Golan Heights front, and contains a fascinating integration of
the web of events, the warriors’ and commanders’ experiences
at the front along with a portrayal of the strategic influences and
the considerations of the senior command.
I read the book as part of my preparation for my current position, and I feel, even one year and a half later, that it is not
only a reference book but a study and instructional book as
well. The first part of the book deals with preparations for war
and contains a fascinating account of the preparation process,
which was undertaken by the IDF in general and by the Northern Command in particular, in the face of the upcoming war. It
has been customary to tag this chapter of our national history
with the word “failure,” but through the prism of this book, a
vigorous, logical military operation shines through, not one of
negligence. How does it happen that worthy and capable people
take steps that prove insufficient in preparing for a pending,
threatening disaster? There is no simple answer, but it does teach
a sharp, simple, and clear lesson that can be summarized in one
word: modesty. One needs a surplus of intellectual modesty
when one comes to examine their basic self-assumptions. The
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failure in the preparations for the Yom Kippur War cannot be
summed up in one clear-cut word: failure. The book reflects a
system growing progressively insensitive to reality and becoming entrenched in its own work assumptions to such an extent
that even signs attesting to the contrary are accredited to interpretation. This seems distorted these days.
The second part of the book opens with holding-action
battles. There is a feeling that the various writers did their best
to convey the essence of those turbulent days with a minimum
of judgmental expressions. In my opinion, this sheds light on
the weakness of the first chapters in this part. With forty years
of hindsight since the war, it is a must and a chance to look
at those days with an uncompromising razor-sharp analysis.
Nevertheless, the intelligent reader will not need too much
imaginative or inventive skills to formulate his understanding
of the first two days of the war; the heroism; the inspiration; the
weakness and the humiliation that were tied in with those days.
The breakthrough moves into Syria and the fighting, which
will later merit the term the “Syrian enclave,” are described
later in the book. In my opinion, this historical chapter has
been somewhat undeservedly forgotten with the background
of the brave holding battles. To me, the ability of a beaten and
battered army of depleted forces to turn and attack is no less
than miraculous. Without the power of leadership exercised
by the commanders involved and the incredible bravery of the
warriors, this fantastic move would not have been achieved. As
one who has had the opportunity to discuss events with many
of the commanders who personally took part and carried out
this attack, it seems they find it hard, even today, to grasp the
enormity of the deed to which they had contributed then. From
this aspect, the book is a worthy monument for the action, and
serves as an excellent podium for discussing attack and advance
battles.
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I found the third part of the book to be naturally interesting
as it deals with calls for thought that relate to activating the
command systems in wartime. One gets the impression that
lean staffs and a clear chain of command can lead to high efficiency even when the little that was available was activated
despite difficulties and problems. It is a realistic observation
that war can lead to that.
Medals of courage awarded after the war and maps are listed
in the book, as well.
In summary, Syrians at the Border is an important book for
the professional or nonprofessional reader, as well as the interested ones and anyone who finds unsurpassed inspiration in
human activity.
Have an enjoyable and informative read!
Syrians at the Border is an expression that is part of the IDF
military vernacular: a top priority emergency situation. It can
be used in a positive sense: “Better hurry up, the Syrians are at
the border” or negatively: “What's the panic... one would think
that the Syrians were at the border.”
— Northern Commander Maj. Gen. Yair Golan
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Introduction

The Northern Command was established as the successor
of the 1948 Northern Front, at that time headed by Maj. Gen.
Moshe Carmel. Under his command, in the course of Israel’s
War of Independence, it reached the country’s international
borders in almost every sector and even went beyond them.
The Northern Command is in charge of the operational routine,
ongoing defensive activities and the preparation for war with
regard Israel’s borders with three Arab nations: Lebanon, Syria,
and Jordan.
The Command Headquarters, along with its organic units
and those placed under its command, has carried the burden of
the various assignments along the borders, beyond them, and
within Israel for many long years. Stabilizing the borders and
maintaining civilian security in the command district make up
its central tasks.
During the 1950s, the command units operated mainly
against infiltrators who attempted to cross the different borders.
They entered in order to steal, rob, kill, and gather intelligence
on behalf of Arab nations. These activities were joined by actual
military maneuvers over the demilitarized zones, some of which
constituted a bone of contention between the Syrians and the
State of Israel. Several days of combat against Syrian forces took
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place in 1951 after their takeover of the Tel Mutila region north
of the Sea of Galilee. Other incidents occurred due to the Syrian
non-recognition of Israeli sovereignty over the Hamat Gader (El
Hamma) region.
The beginning of work to drain the Hula Valley and build the
National Water Carrier pipeline (Hamovil Haartzi) was nearly
jeopardized by the Syrians who attempted to sabotage the operation. There was also occasional gunfire aimed at settlements
and farmers who went out on their day's work near the border.
Constant Syrian attempts to fish in the Sea of Galilee disrupted
the fishermen’s work, mainly in the northeastern part of the
lake.
The 1955 Operation Alei Zayit (Olive Leaves) brought the
escalation to a peak when a number of Syrian outposts along the
Sea of Galilee were attacked. Syria did not take part in the Suez
Canal crisis in October–November, 1956. Northern Command
units like the 9th Brigade were moved south and took part in
the fighting.
The early 1960s saw the Syrian border heat up once again as
Syrian fishermen tried to reach the Sea of Galilee to cultivate
the demilitarized areas. The Northern Command carried out
retaliatory operations on Syrian targets in Tawfik in the southern Golan Heights in 1960 and in Nukyeab along the shores of
the Sea of Galilee in 1962.
The sector flared up once again when the Arab nations
decided to divert the water flow from the rivers feeding the
Jordan River. The State of Israel could not possibly ignore this
act and the Northern Command—backed by tank, artillery, and
anti-aircraft units—was ordered to disrupt the activity along the
planned diversion route. A series of operations, in which the
Israeli Air Force participated as well, resulted in injured workers
at the site. The diversion of water failed.
Another wide-range flare up occurred during the Six-Day
30
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War in June 1967. The Northern Command, which had operated against the Jordanian Army in the northern part of the
West Bank from the start of the war, concentrated its forces with
the assistance of additional forces and embarked on a broad
offensive to capture the Golan Heights on the fifth and sixth
days of the war.
On June 5, at the onslaught of the Six-Day War, the Syrian
Air Force was dealt a serious blow by an Israeli Air Force preemptive strike. And after two days of fighting, on June 9 and 10,
including two breakthrough battles which cost many lives, the
Golan Heights was captured from under the hands of the Syrian
Army from Mount Hermon in the north to the Yarmouk River
in the south.
The IDF and the State of Israel obtained their strategic goals
on the Syrian front during the Six-Day War. However, growing
and unresolved difficulties soon developed in the relationship
between the two countries. During the war, over 70,000 residents of the Golan Heights—Druze, Alawites, Circassians,
Turkmen, Maghrebis, and Bedouin—left their villages. Only
about 8,000 Druze remained in five villages in the northern
part of the Golan Heights. In the period following the war, and
until the Yom Kippur War, fourteen settlements and two Nachal
settlements were established on the Golan Heights: five in the
north and eleven in the south.
At the end of the Six-Day War, the IDF began intensive
operations to restore combat gear and equipment. Training,
accelerated instructional activity, and closing gaps in terms of
manpower and equipment all took place. This was in preparation for the forces’ future tasks. In the period following the
war, the IDF also examined the structure and organization of
the forces and began establishing a new framework for the field
divisions.
Northern Command carried out two main tracks of activity:
31
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the organization of the fighting forces within the framework of
a permanent command division—the 36th Division—and the
organization and construction of facilities in the rear of the new
front lines, beyond the range of Syrian artillery range, and of
observation posts near the line of the border.
The logistics alignment in the Northern Command was
in charge of supply and maintenance operations, evacuation
of casualties, equipment, transport, construction, purchase,
and storage to provide the Command GOC and the division
commanders the capacity to perform their tasks. The layout
of logistical infrastructure in the command district reflected
likely combat scenarios based on situation evaluations by the
operational rank.
Immediately following the Six-Day War, the GHQ and Logistics Command alignment dealt with organization along the new
borderlines and providing solutions for the following issues:
• An extended stay of the forces in a territory without logistical
infrastructure, with special reference to the northern Golan
Heights and Mount Hermon—extreme weather conditions
the IDF are not familiar with and unprepared for in winter
• The deployment of a medical alignment in accordance with
situation assessments and needs of those forces deployed in
the territory
• Maintenance of all combat equipment by establishing a
series of workshops near the regiments in the field
• Deployment of frontline supply reserves, namely, fuel, ammunition, and food in accordance with operational planning.
• Logistical field-level maintenance, alignment, adjustment to
the organizational changes in the structure of the force, and
the construction of the permanent division
• System development of transit routes
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To control the routes and the command logistical space,
during 1971 and 1972, a command transportation battalion and
a command maintenance group were established. These units
performed basic training exercises in the year before the war.
Since the capture of the Golan Heights, the Syrians rejected
the possibility of a political solution and viewed such an option
as a significant blow to Syria’s status and an international and
ideological humiliation. The Syrian solution to the problem had
two sole components: the existence of Israel cannot be tolerated
and the military option is the only way to deal with the conflict.
The liberation of the Golan Heights was to be achieved as part
of an overall military solution.
The Syrian Army weakness was the main cause for the gap
between their desire to free the Golan Heights and their ability
to do it. Until 1970, the Syrian Army worked desperately in order
to rehabilitate all that relates to its plans to protect the Golan
Heights and the Syrian capital while they began to develop offensive skills as well.
Until the beginning of 1969, the Syrian front was relatively
quie until terrorist attacks and infiltration through the Syrian
border increased, and by the end of that year, the Syrian Army
engaged in fighting by staging commando ambushes in Israeli
territory and bombing camps and settlements. The IDF initiated three days of consecutive battles in June 1969 in order
to stop the escalation and the front regained its calm. When
the agreement to end the Egyptian front War of Attrition3 was
signed in August, it was rejected by the Syrians but fighting did
not actually resume. A new period dawned in Syria with Hafez
al-Assad’s rise to power in November 1970. Upon entering his
new position, Assad presented a new direction when he called
for the establishment of a united pan-Arab front against Israel.
3

A war between Israel and Egypt (March 8, 1969 – August 7, 1970)
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Syria wished to turn the wheel around to the time prior to
Israel’s conquests during the Six-Day War. The Syrians, who did
not accept Israel’s existence even within the 1967 borders, were
infuriated by its expansion and, like Nasser, stated that “What
has been taken by force will be returned by force.”
With stubborn patience, Assad began his preparations for
war. Various steps to improve the army’s fighting capabilities
and turn it into a stronger and more modernized army was
wholly based on the purchase of combat gear from the USSR
and adopting their combat doctrine. New advisors and new military equipment assisted in the absorption and training. These
steps allowed for the planning and construction of an organized
defensive alignment against the possibility of another Israeli
attack, but at the same time, they also served as preparations
for an offensive operation. Cooperation between the Syrians
and Egypt increased in 1972–1973 in all that related to staging
a war against Israel.
Since the Six-Day War, the Northern Command prepared
for the possibility of an attempted Syrian “hijack,” or of an
all-inclusive war, and a defensive system was constructed in the
Golan Heights including outposts, fencing, minefields, and an
anti-tank trench. The digging of the anti-tank trench began in
1970 after Syrian tanks had attacked an Israeli outpost.
In 1971, terrorist activities from the Syrian border increased
once again, and in the second half of 1972, the IDF initiated
“combat days” against the Syrian forces, including infantry and
armored raids, artillery fire, and aerial bombardments in order
to halt the terrorist activity.
In February 1973, apparently due to the start of concentrated Egyptian-Syrian activity in preparation for an attack on
Israel, the border resumed its calm. A process had begun that,
eventually, after more than six months, led to the Yom Kippur
War. The Syrian Army, under the leadership of Hafez al-Assad,
34
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who was in control of Syria after the War of Attrition, reached
a potency he thought would allow an offensive to restore the
Golan Heights to Syrian hands. At the same time, the process
of forming a wartime coalition with Egypt under the leadership
of Anwar el-Sadat came to fruition. Upon detecting some of the
new threats, the Northern Command took steps intended to
face the possibility of war.
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syria
waNts
war
CHAPTER 1

P

rior To The Yom Kippur War, the Northern Command
operated from its headquarters in Nazareth under Northern Command GOC Maj. Gen. Yitzhak Hofi. At the time, the
Northern Command was responsible for the region that included the Golan Heights, the Jordan and Beit She’an valleys,
and the Lebanese border between Rosh HaNikra on the Mediterranean coast, to the Shabaa Farms at the top of Mount Dov
(Jabel Rous) on the eastern section of the border.
In November 1970, the rise of Hafez al-Assad to power in
Syria, though he continued the rule of the Ba’ath Party, marked
the dawn of a new era. The new political stability allowed him to
introduce changes, and his policy was characterized by relative
moderation and openness both internally and externally.
As soon as he set foot into his new position, Assad introduced a new orientation when he called for the establishment
of a pan-Arab united front against Israel. On the Palestinian
issue, Assad worked to draw a distinction between the “Palestinian problem” and the “Problem of the Occupied Territories,”
the latter of which included the Golan Heights. Efforts were
made by the Syrian regime to cooperate with the different Arab
39
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nations to create pacts and form ties. Syria strengthened its alliance with Egypt when, following the War of Attrition, it seemed
that no political option would resolve Egypt’s problems. The
Cairo-Damascus axis, based on and formed by this trend, established an axis through 1971–1973, which laid the ground for
the Arab nations’ entry into the Yom Kippur War.
Syria’s political goals, leading up to the Yom Kippur War, remained the same—striving for both internal unification and
a position of leadership within the Arab region. At the same
time, it was evident that Assad was obsessed with eradicating
the stain of the 1967 defeat and restoring the self-confidence of
his soldiers, recapturing the territories, and showing the world
that given a suitable opportunity the Arabs were capable of
holding their own with honor. The need to fight again became
an obsession. Without restoring the balance with Israel, there
was no hope, in his eyes, of reaching an agreement through
political negotiations.
Assad in Syria, like Sadat in Egypt, believed that a change in
the balance of power would allow him “another round” against
Israel, and this time from a position of a sort of equality and
not from a position of weakness and humiliation. No other
Arab country felt as strongly as Syria that the very existence
of Arab nationality was bound up in the conflict with Israel.
Syria wished to turn the wheel back to the period before Israel’s
conquests during the Six-Day War. The Syrians, who had never
accepted Israel’s existence within the 1967 borders, were furious
in light of its expansion and, like Nasser, believed that “what
was taken by force would be restored by force.”
Therefore, Assad began his preparations for war with stubborn patience. He operated quietly to prepare the possibility for
an attack against Israel. As part of the efforts to prepare for war,
Assad addressed the planning and building of military forces.
In this, he was assisted by his closest ally among the military
40
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personnel from the time of his struggle against his predecessor,
Salach Jadid, Syria’s Chief of Staff since 1968, Mustafa Tlass.
Tlass was appointed Minister of Defense in March 1972.
On different occasions and particularly at conferences of
Arab Defense Ministers and Chiefs of Staff, who discussed the
preparations of Arab countries for a decisive war against Israel,
Syria’s representatives claimed that their army was not yet
ready for such a war, fearing superiority of the Israel Air Force.
It pointed out the need for two additional divisions. The Syrian
Army’s order of battle during the Six-Day War had included
three Majmuas (division-sized groups), temporary headquarters
that did not yet function as division headquarters. The Syrian
order of battle in the Six-Day War included five infantry brigades and an additional coastal defense brigade, two armored
brigades, one mechanized brigade, and six reserve infantry brigades, as well as two or three Special Forces battalions and two
reconnaissance battalions.
After the Six-Day War, the Syrian Army grew significantly.
The control was reorganized into five divisions. Two armored
divisions were established—the 1st and the 3rd. The 1st Armored
Division was established based on the senior armored brigades
in 1968. The establishment of the 3rd Armored Division began
in 1971. Likewise, three mechanized infantry divisions were
united—the 5th, the 7th, and the 9th, founded in October 1971.
The main developmental push was felt in the aerial defense
alignment. In less than a year, 1972–1973, five surface-to-air
missile (SAM) brigades were formed and a SAM alignment was
erected around the capital, Damascus, to defend it. Additionally, in July 1973 a system of positions was constructed on the
Golan Heights that allowed SAMs to be brought closer to the
front.
In February 1973, Assad secretly visited Moscow. He returned to Syria with a Soviet military delegation headed by
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Marshal Pavel Stepanovich Kutakhov, one of the leading Soviet
Air Force commanders. Following the visit, the Soviets provided
the Syrians with SAM batteries but did not provide them with
new MiG-23 fighter jets.
Various steps were taken to improve the Syrian Army’s
fighting capabilities and turn it into a stronger and modernized army. For example, in 1971, seventy percent of the Syrian
budget was allocated to military needs, and most of Syria’s economic and human resources were diverted toward preparation
for the upcoming military confrontation with Israel. Military
improvement was based on purchasing weapons, adopting the
Soviet Union’s military tactical doctrine, and obtaining the
assistance of Soviet advisors who were integrated into Syrian
Army units. These steps allowed Syria to plan and construct
an organized defensive alignment against the possibility of an
additional Israeli offense while also serving as preparations for
an offensive action.
There is no doubt that, despite the measures taken, Syria’s
military strength and political status had still not reached a
level at which it could solely initiate an offense against Israel.
When the Egyptians decided to launch a war against Israel,
Syria was already at the top of its force-building power and had
no choice but to join the war as a secondary partner. The Syrian
entry into the war, alongside Egypt, was intended to take advantage of the opportunity presented and avoid political isolation
and the failure to reach existing and future goals if it were to
remain a bystander.
A strategy of a joint coordinated attack on both fronts
formed the basis of the joint offensive planning that Sadat and
Assad had initiated as early as 1971. In 1972 and 1973, cooperation between Syria and Egypt intensified, with Assad and
Sadat continuing their mutual visits to Cairo and Damascus,
as well as Moscow. Their defense ministers did likewise, along
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with planning teams made up of senior officers. In February
1973, new Egyptian Defense Minister Mushir (Field Marshal)
Ismail Ali came to Damascus on Sadat’s behalf and proposed
the launch of a coordinated Egyptian-Syrian attack on Israel.
Assad agreed immediately.
On April 23, 1973, the two leaders met again for two days of
detailed discussions at the presidential resort in Borg El Arab,
west of Alexandria. They determined the main battle lines
during that visit.
Through August 21–23, the army heads met at the Egyptian
Naval Base at Ras el-Tin for two days of summary discussions
and a final examination of the planned maneuvers. Syrian Chief
of Staff Yusuf Shakkour and Egyptian Chief of Staff Saad el-Shazly signed an official document that ratified their joint intention
to go to war. Syrian Defense Minister Tlass and then-commander of the Egyptian Air Force, Hosni Mubarak, flew from
Alexandria to Syria to brief Assad and Sadat, who held a summit
meeting at Bloudan, west of Damascus where they reached the
decision to go to war in October.
D-Day of October 6 was determined in a secret meeting
of the leaders in Cairo on September 12. The H-hour of 14:30
was decided upon in a subsequent meeting between Egyptian
War Minister Ismail and Assad in Damascus on October 3. The
joint H-hour was set for 14:30, with the open-fire order set for
H minus 35 minutes—13:55.
Even if there was agreement regarding the date of the war
and the manner of its performance, it seems the partners
had not agreed on its goal. While Assad aimed at regaining
the whole territory for himself through combat, Sadat merely
wished to unfreeze the political deadlock and restart the diplomatic process that had been halted. While Sadat planned an
“all-out war with limited goals” (10–15 km), Assad aimed for
a war wherein the Egyptian Army would conquer the entire
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Sinai Peninsula or at least retake western parts as far as the key
regions beyond the mountain passes—the Mitla and the Gidi—
at Bir Gafgafa and Bir Thamada. Along this war effort, Assad
intended to position his forces for a battle to recapture all of
the Golan Heights.
In the summer of 1973, to secure the Syrian southern flank
of the front, Assad worked to include Jordan in the planned
conflict. Jordan’s participation was intended to provide defense
for Syria’s Southern Branch and prevent a parallel IDF counterattack on the rear of the front and the Damascus region through
the north of Jordan. King Hussein agreed to protect the line
and prevent IDF activity in his region. In addition, he promised
to send two Jordanian Armored Brigades to participate in the
battle over the Golan Heights.
Assad also had to secure his army’s northern flank at the
Lebanese border against an Israeli flanking or counterattack
through the Lebanese Beqaa Valley toward Damascus. In August
1973, it was decided in a secret agreement with Lebanese President Suleiman Frangieh that Syrian forces would be allowed to
enter Lebanon to defend the mountain passes leading to Damascus from Lebanon’s territory. At the same time, and in order
to disrupt the IDF forces on this front, an agreement with the
Palestinian terrorist organizations—the PLO—was reached so
that they would conduct extensive harassment activity along
the Lebanese border during the war.
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Syrian Order of –
Battle on the Eve
of the Yom Kippur War
• Three mechanized infantry divisions—the 5th, the 7th (reinforced during April-May 1973 by a Moroccan Brigade, which
included an infantry battalion and an armored battalion)
and the 9th with T-54/55 tanks. The 5th and 7th Divisions each
had two infantry brigades, one mechanized brigade and one
armored brigade, as well as an Artillery Group and Division
units. The 9th Division did not have a mechanized brigade.
• Two armored divisions—the 1st and the 3rd, with T-62 tanks,
each with two tank brigades, a mechanized brigade, an Artillery Group and Division units
• Two independent armored brigades—the 51st and the 47th,
and an independent mechanized brigade—the 62nd
• 1500 tanks
• 1000 artillery gun barrels
• Seven commando and paratrooper battalions
• Rifaat al-Assad Force—assigned to secure the regime that
included two tank battalions and elite infantry forces
• “FROG” SS rocket launchers
• Thirty-six SAM batteries, half of them SA-6
• Air Force—178 MiG-21 fighter jets, 114 other fighter jets,
forty-five helicopters
• Navy—nine missile boats, thirteen torpedo boats

The Syrians planned the war as a single systemic maneuver,
the finish lines of which were undefined. It is likely that in their
initial plan the Syrians intended to reach the Jordan River. It’s
also possible that they planned to cross it, but it is just as possible that they would have been satisfied with preparing defenses
along the cliff line on the western slopes of the Golan Heights.
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In planning an offensive against the IDF forces alignment on
the Golan Heights, the Syrians assessed that they would have to
breakthrough an organized defensive layout. This definition is
one of the three categories covered in the Soviet military doctrine employed for evaluating a defense layout and determining
the force ratios and the best method of breaking through it.
These categories include:
• hasty defensive layout—usually established at the end of
the offensive phase
• organized defensive layout—land, and other, preparations
have been made
• fortified defensive layout—land infrastructure of the defending forces’ layout is deep and complex—consisting of
several defense layers—and able to provide prolonged strong
protection against an enemy breakthrough.
The classification of the IDF defense layout on the Golan
Heights in 1973 as “organized” rather than “fortified” reveals
the Syrian assumption that the layout had not been completed.
In fact, the layout consisted of only a small number of defense
outposts, without depth, and without a continuous, reinforced
line of obstacles at the front.
In the Syrians’ view, the IDF’s organized layout included,
alongside the defending forces, ground-based defensive lines
such as sites and outposts, firing position lines for tanks and
anti-tank devices, positions for artillery batteries, command
centers, and obstacles mainly in the form of minefields.
In their attack plan, the Syrians chose an option in the military doctrine that stated that the layout could be broken through
by a direct contact offensive. This method allowed the attacking
forces to take hold of staging areas within the front’s defensive
layout, and from this position study the enemy’s layout, plan
the breakthrough, and attack in a coordinated and organized
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manner. This is in contrast to a different method that is built
upon attacking with a deep movement from staging areas 15–20
kilometers from the contact lines.
Syria camouflaged its full staging within their emergency defensive layouts, from which they leapt to attack, as an unusually
broad General Staff exercise, combined with corps exercises
intended to commence on October 6. Alongside these attempts
to confuse, hide, and mislead at the front, the terror attack on
the Jewish refugee camp in Schönau, Austria may also be viewed
as an event intended to distract Israel from what was happening
on its fronts.
At the same time, the misdirection of the IDF was assisted
unintentionally by an aerial incident that occurred on September 13, 1973, wherein twelve Syrian MiG jets were shot down off
the coast of northern Syria. This hard blow to Syria’s Air Force
provided a supposedly rational explanation for the various steps
Syria was taking to increase alertness and reinforce its deployment, but the IDF ignored the fact that these maneuvers had
begun in August 1973, before the incident took place. Army
units and weaponry, artillery, SAM batteries, and bridging vehicles were later transferred from northern Syria and Jordan to
the defensive lines on the Golan Heights front.
As early as spring-summer 1973, the Syrians had already
begun their defensive and reinforcement maneuvers. Syrian
activities recognized by intelligence included:
• Removing forces from the contact line for exercises and organization during the spring and summer. This was in contrast
to the routine of many years standing, in which forces were
taken off the line ahead of winter.
• Preparing positions for SAM layouts and manning them
during September-October 1973
• Preparing positions for general staff artillery batteries and
moving 180mm guns and 240mm mortars up to the rear of
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the frontal defense layout
• Moving squadrons of fighter jets up to frontal airfields at Blay
and Khalkhalah (close to the Golan front)
• Penetrative tours to examine minefields
• Preparatory activity in the civilian sector including storing
food, evacuating hospital beds, gathering blood donations,
and so on
Transfer of forces and weaponry to the front line was mainly
performed during September in convoys that moved at night.
This activity reached a peak on the night of September 30.
Starting that day, some of the forces were moved forward to
the convention and deployment areas and combat teams for
the assault were arranged. On D-Day minus one (October 5,
1973), all the first-rank assault forces were stationed in the deployment area and the weaponry was spread out in shooting
positions. The 9th and 5th Mechanized Infantry Divisions were
each reinforced by an independent tank brigade.
In the two days leading up to the war, the Syrians increased
the amount of artillery positioned near the line. An artillery
force of approximately 900 mortar and gun barrels of various
types and calibers was deployed against the IDF forces on the
Syrian side of the Golan Heights. These operated out of 147
batteries consisting of six guns each. An artillery battalion was
added to each of the first rank brigades to create a ‘brigade task
group.’ The mid-range Artillery Corps was advanced to a distance of approximately four kilometers from the front line. The
support units of the three frontline Syrian Divisions (the 5th, 7th
and 9th) were reinforced by support units from the second-rank
divisions. Long-range 180mm gun batteries and 240mm heavy
mortars from the general staff level reserve were also deployed
toward the front lines, mainly intended for use in breaking
through fortifications. The heavy mortars were positioned
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facing the key targets on Mount Hermon and in Tel Fares. Additionally, FROG-7 surface-to-surface rocket batteries with a
range of approximately seventy kilometers were deployed to the
depth of the front.

Israeli Command Sectors
and the Forces under Their Command
The following headquarters were in command of the
front lines:
• 820th Regional Brigade—in charge of the Golan Heights,
under the command of Col. Zvi Bar
• Miron District Headquarters—in charge of the Lebanese
border, under the command of Col. Tzuri Sagi
• 612th Regional Valleys Brigade Headquarters—in charge
of the Jordan Valley and the Beit She’an Valley, under the
command of Col. Yehezkel Ravid. (When the war broke
out the brigade headquarters was transferred to Central
Command.)
The regular fighting forces of the Northern Command
included the following units:
• Golani Infantry Brigade with four battalions and a Special
Forces Unit under the command of Col. Amir Drori
• 188th Armored Brigade with two Centurion tank battalions
under the command of Col. Yitzhak Ben Shoham
• 483rd “Egoz” Command Reconnaissance Unit under the
command of Lt. Col. Avi Telem
• 334th Artillery Battalion under the command of Col. Arieh
(Schwartz) Shacham
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The Northern Command HQ consisted of the following
headquarters:
• 36th Reserve Division Headquarters under the command of
Brig. Gen. Rafael (Raful) Eitan and his deputy Brig. Gen.
(res.) Menachem (Men) Aviram
• 210th Reserve Division Headquarters (under establishment)
under the command of Maj. Gen. (res.) Dan Lanner and his
deputy Col. Moshe Bar-Kochva (Brill) (The Command Headquarters was founded in June 1973.)
• 181st ACB Headquarters (Regional Armored Command Battalion—Sherman tanks) under the command of Maj. (res.)
Reuven Ben Alon
• 744th Artillery Command Headquarters under the command
of Lt. Col. Avraham Bar David
• 801st Engineering Command Headquarters under the
command of Lt. Col. Moshe Peled
• 390th Military Police Headquarters under the command of
Lt. Col. Zvi Hershko
Forces Deployed on the Golan Heights for Routine
Security:
• 820th Brigade—regional brigade, responsible for the entire
Golan Heights front, with two battalions under its command
performing operational activity on the outposts line (eleven
manned outposts on the line and on Mount Hermon with
twelve combat soldiers in each outpost), as well as a company
from the Egoz Reconnaissance Unit (483rd Unit of which one
acted on the Golan Heights and the others on the Lebanese
border employing routine security weapons systems consisting of a rifle and infrared beacon mounted on a command car
for use in routine security nighttime ambushes)
• 188th Armored Brigade—with two regular tank battalions
(totaling seventy-two Centurion tanks), one deployed in
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•
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•
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positions on the line near the outposts, the other, concentrated on the rear.
334th Battalion – Golani Brigade’s Regular Self-Propelled
Mortar Battalion until 1970, commanded by Lt. Col. A.
Shacham. The battalion headquarters at the Nafah Base
served as an auxiliary headquarters for the 820th Regional
Brigade. The battalion had two 160mm self-propelled mortar
batteries (a third mortar battery was removed from the order
of battle a month prior to the war) and a 155mm SPG battery
(based on self-propelled guns from the 212th Support Unit’s
Reserve Battalion). The three batteries were deployed in
permanent positions in the north, center, and south of the
Golan Heights. The integration of the 155mm regular gun
battery in the short-range mortar battalion was intended to
ensure fire coverage toward the outpost sectors, throughout
the Golan Heights, chiefly in order to respond to missions
encountering enemy fire.
The reserve order of battle included:
Three tank brigades (179th, 679th, 164th)—commanded by
colonels Ran Sarig, Ori Orr, and Avraham Baram, the 39th
Battalion of the 188th Brigade, commanded by Lt. Col. Yoav
Vaspi, and the ACB tanks.
Two mechanized brigades (4th and 9th)—commanded by
colonels Mordechi Ben Porat and Yaakov Hadar.
The infantry battalions and brigade units belonging to the
regional brigades (820th and 612th) and the Miron District.
On the eve of the war and in light of the IDF’s assessment
that a war was not imminent, it was decided to reduce and
close headquarters, including the Miron District. When the
war broke out, the 612th Regional Brigade was assigned to the
Central Command Headquarters.
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The Artillery Corps’ reserve alignment in the north was
organized into Artillery Groups:
• The 36th Division’s 212th Artillery Group under the command
of Col. Benny Arad, which was in the advanced stages of
being organized into a permanent five-battalion support
unit. The support unit battalions served as the main source
of regular artillery deployed throughout the Golan Heights.
• The 210th Division’s 282nd Artillery Group (established during
1973) under the command of Col. Moshe Levi, was in its
emerging stages. The battalions for the unit intended to
support were two 105mm self-propelled Priest battalions,
scheduled for conversion to 155mm SPGs in 1974/75, as
well as other non-established battalions. The support unit
was equipped according to the battalions in the command
artillery unit. These were stored on the command bases in
Kurdani and Kiryat Motzkin, north of Haifa.

The artillery order of battle of the Northern Command also
included the HAC’s artillery battalions, most of which towed
155mm battalions, and mortar battalions from the independent
brigades and the regional brigades. During combat, units from
the GHQ support units also reinforced the command—the CAO
HQ Support Unit, including the long-range Target Acquisition
Unit, which also operated the MAR-290 MAR-240 rockets, two
battalions of 130mm guns captured during the previous war,
and a 240mm rocket launcher battalion.
The reserve engineering forces were based on engineering
battalions and the heavy engineering equipment unit of the
801st Command Engineering Unit, as well as the combat engineering battalions of the two command divisions.
To maintain the alignment, Ordnance Corps units were
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deployed at the following workshops during the calm period
before the war:
• 188th Armored Brigade’s workshop—No. 703 in Nafah for
tank service
• 651st Northern Command ROU workshops:
1.
701st in Bat Galim (Haifa) for vehicle service
2.
704th in Kurdani (north of Haifa) for vehicle, half-track,
APC, and tank service
3. 704th extension in Biranit (Lebanese border) for vehicle
service
4.
678th regional garage on the Golan Heights for half-track,
APC, and tank service with two forward extensions
5. An additional garage in the Kishon camp in Haifa provided services for the bridging and crossing equipment
concentrated in the region.
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